
SAVE UP TO 90% WATER
With Jets™ vacuumarator™ toilets 
only use 0.6 L per flush whereas 
traditional toilets use between 6 to 
3 L per flush.

MAXIMUM CAPACITY
Utilizing vacuum removes the need 
for toilets to refill before flushing 
allowing for a greater number of 
visits per hour.

CATEGORY 5 PROTECTION
Built-in category 5 backflow prote-
ction allows units to be connected 
to any water source anywhere in 
the world.

LESS RISK OF CLOGGING
The powerful vacuum pump greatly 
reduces risk of clogging compared 
to toilets that rely on gravity for 
transporting sewage.

PLUG & PLAY SET UP
Units are connected via a simple plug 
& play set up saving precious time. 
The modular design allows for greater 
flexibility.

SINGLE POINT OF CONTROL
Having all electrical installations in a 
central pump station provides a bet-
ter overview and reduces the need 
for service and maintenance.

SINGLE POINT OF DISCHARGE
All service points, discharge stations 
and truck pickup points can be loca-
ted in a dedicated area outside the 
festival perimeter.

EASY TO CLEAN AND MAINTAIN
Units are built from inorganic mate-
rials to protect against damp, mold 
and degradation making them easy to 
clean and maintain.

We are Scandinavia’s leading manufacturer 
of mobile solutions for the construction and 
events industry. We provide portable cabins 
to the biggest festivals in the Nordics. Our 
products cover almost all possible aspects of 
a n event such as backstage solutions, ticket 
cabins, security centrals, sales cabins, refrige-
ration vehicles and mobile kitchens.

With over 20 years of experience we under-
stand our customers’ challenges and work 
with them to find the right solution quickly and 
efficiently, both during the sale and when the 
cabin is with the customer. This is reflected 
in our ability to consult customers, handle 
repairs and deliver spare parts.

Our vehicles are approved by TÜV 
Germany and are legal to drive in the EU 
and EEA, and in countries that recognize 
the UNECE regulation. We can therefore 
issue CoC documentation for the whole of 
the EU. Today we have sold over 20.000 
cabins in over 30 countries including Den-
mark, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Holland, 
Poland, France, Switzerland and Australia.

BENEFITS OVERVIEW

HIGH CAPACITY TOILETS LARGE PUMP STATION
Our high capacity toilets feature Jets™ vacuum toilets offering 
outstanding performance combined with an award winning 
Scandinavian design, thus providing a great user experience 
while being capable of handling a large number of visits per 
hour. Units are connected via plug & play saving precious 
time while simultaneously allowing for a more flexible layout.

Rooms feature self-dimming ambient light creating a 
pleasing atmosphere and enhancing the overall experience. 
The outer frame (walls, floor and roof) is fully insulated with 
40 - 60 mm XPS foam providing a comfortable experience 
all year round. In addition, the high insulation reduces the 
amount of energy required for heating and helps to prevent 
frost damage.

EventCubes are built strictly from inorganic materials 
to protect against damp, mold and degradation. The 
inside consists of fiberglass with a hidden pipe feed and 
wall-mounted fittings, giving the user a feeling of cleanliness 
and comfort. The smooth surfaces and floor can be cleaned 
quickly and efficiently.

The pump station works like a connection hub between all 
high capacity sanitation units. It distributes water supply, 
vacuum lines and power. This approach eliminates the 
need for pumpout trucks to maneuver through crowds, 
keeps visitors away from unwanted sights and ensures 
uninterrupted operation for the whole event. The crowd 
will never see, hear or smell them.

The pump station comes fully equipped with category 5 
backflow protection. It utilizes a valve combined with a 
50/170 L break tank to achieve this. Because of this it can 
be connected to any water source anywhere in the world 
including locations with strict water regulations. Having all 
electrical installations in a single unit reduces the need for 
service and maintenance.

EventCubes were developed using the expertise we have 
gathered from over 20 years of supplying high end cabins 
for the construction and event industry. We use premium 
components and materials to ensure that our products are 
exceedingly reliable with an exceptionally long lifetime.

SMALL YET POWERFUL

The pump station features the unique Vacuuma-
rator™ pump from Jets™. It creates vacuum, ma-
cerates sewage and discharges in one single-pass 
operation. The vacuumarator™ pump is the most 
compact and reliable vacuum generator available 
for sanitary systems. It is highly efficient in transpor-
ting any combination of black and grey water under 
vacuum. Learn more at Jetsgroup.com.

Please note: The numbers below represent theo-
retical values based on simulations and empirical 
testing for a large pump station. The actual capacity 
will vary with different events where usage patterns 
can differ greatly. Learn more at Eventcubes.com or 
Eventcubes.de.
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HIGH-CLASS EXPERIENCE
An elegant design combined with 
premium building materials gives 
users a feeling of cleanliness and 
comfort.

HYGIENIC AND ODOR-FREE
The vacuum airflow vents away 
odors and reduces the risk of 
spreading airborne pathogens 
improving overall hygiene.

HIGH-GRADE INSULATION
Units are fully insulated with 40 - 60 
mm XPS foam (walls, floor and roof) 
providing a comfortable experience 
all year round.

SELF-DIMMING LED LIGHT
Rooms feature adaptive ambient 
LED lighting creating a pleasing 
atmosphere and enhancing the 
overall experience.

20+ YEARS EXPERIENCE

EXCELLENT USER COMFORT UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE MAXIMUM EFFIENCY



HIGH PERFORMANCE STREAMLINED SETUP

”EventCubes is a new sanitary system designed by Scanvogn 
for all types of events. By combining elegant design with 
modern technology it offers rental operators and event 

organizers a higher sanitation standard than ever before.”

EventCubes offer a unique lineup of high-class 
sanitation units for events such as high capacity 
toilets, luxury toilets, accessible toilets, urinals and 
hand basins. Units rely on vacuum to transport 
sewage which reduces water usage by up to 90%, 
increases throughput by removing the need for 
toilets to refill and reduces the risk of clogging. 
It also puts less load on the local water supply 
network resulting in higher stability overall.

All units (except stand alone) are connected to a 
central pump station that distributes water sup-
ply, vacuum lines and power. This means all ser-
vice points and discharge stations can be located 
in a dedicated area outside the festival perimeter. 
It eliminates the need for pump-out trucks to ma-
neuver through crowds, keeps visitors away from 
unwanted sights and helps to ensure uninterrup-
ted operation for the whole event.
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